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Name Date

Biography: Booker T. Washington
Read the following biography. Annotate key words and sentences as you read. Place a question mark by a 

section you have a question about. Underline the important events in Booker T. Washington’s life.

Booker T. Washington was born into slavery 

on April 5, 1856, in Franklin County, Virginia. 

At that time, when a child was born to an 

enslaved person, the child automatically 

became enslaved as well. Washington’s 

mother worked as a cook for plantation 

owner James Burroughs. Booker and his 

mother worked hard and lived in a small shack. 

The American Civil War, which was fought 

between the Northern and Southern states, 

took place from 1861 to 1865. President 

Abraham Lincoln and Congress abolished 

slavery in 1865 through the passing of the 

13th Amendment. This meant that enslaved 

people, like Booker T. Washington and his 

mother, became free. But life was not easy just 

because they were free. There were not a lot 

of jobs available for newly freed people. 

Washington got a job in the salt mines of West Virginia when he was nine years old because he needed 

to help support his poor family.

Even though Booker T. Washington had to work as a child, he found a way to learn to read and write. In 

1872, when he heard about a college for black students called Hampton Institute located 500 miles 

away, he decided to make the long journey on foot to attend. Upon arrival, he convinced the head of 

the college to let him enroll. He was a student there, but he also worked as a sanitation worker to earn 

money to pay for school.
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Name Date

Biography: Booker T. Washington
After graduating from Hampton Institute, Washington started teaching and soon became renowned for 

being a talented teacher. In 1881, Booker T. Washington helped open a new college for African American 

students, called the Tuskegee Institute, in Tuskegee, Alabama. This school is still open today and is now

known as Tuskegee University. Washington remained the head of Tuskegee Institute until his death on 

November 14, 1915, at the age of 59. 

After the Civil War ended and slavery was abolished, several U.S. presidents enlisted Booker T. 

Washington as an advisor, especially on matters of racial equality. Washington wanted a good education 

for all African Americans, and he worked his whole life to achieve this goal. He was famous for speaking 

about education and civil rights.

After reading and annotating Booker T. Washington’s biography, answer the following questions, using the 

text as evidence. 

1. What is the main idea of this text?

��What does the term abolished mean in this sentence:�"President Abraham Lincoln and Congress

abolished slavery in 1865 through the passing of the 13th Amendment"?

��Why was life hard for Booker T. Washington even after slavery ended?

4. Choose one of the lines you underlined in the text and explain why it is an important event in

Washington’s life.

5. Write a question or an “I wonder…” statement about the biography.
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Name Date

Directions: Choose one service worker in your school or local community to send a thank you letter to 
(fireman/woman, lunch staff, nurse, etc.). Write a letter thanking them for their service. Then draw a
picture for them on the back.

Who would you like to write a letter to? __________________________________________

Dear _______________________________, 

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

Letter to a Service Worker

Sincerely,

_____________________________________
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Name:              Date:

Sentence Makeover 1
Read the short paragraph below aloud and pay attention to the sentence 
structure. You will notice it sounds very choppy. Give the sentence a makeover 
by creating more rhythmic and spicy sentences. Think about where you can 
combine sentences with conjunctions and adverb phrases. If you want, finish 
the story on another piece of paper. 

BEFORE

Gallando was a typical wizard. He spent his days reading spellbooks. Gallando made potions. Gallando 
also enjoyed waving his wand at unlucky toads. He ate lunch. He went to the wizard library. He found a 
heavy book of potionT and spells that looked like it might make for an interesting afternoon. Gallando  
was feeling great excitement. Gallando checked out the book. He  hurried home. His home was down 
the road.

AFTER�

_______________________________________________________________________________________�

_______________________________________________________________________________________�

_______________________________________________________________________________________�

_______________________________________________________________________________________�

_______________________________________________________________________________________�

_______________________________________________________________________________________�

_______________________________________________________________________________________�

_______________________________________________________________________________________

Draw a picture that goes with this scene�
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 2011

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 3021

32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 4031

42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 5041

52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 6051

62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 7061

72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 8071

82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 9081

92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 10091
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1. My number has two digits.
2. I am greater than 30.

3. I am less than 90.
4. My second digit is greater than 3.
5. My first digit is divisible by 2.
6. Both of my digits add up to either 11 or 12.
7. I am the smallest number of the five

numbers that are left.
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What's My Number?
Follow the clues below to figure out the number. Use the number 

grid to help you along the way. Cross out any numbers the clues eliminate. 
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Name Date

Who Was Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz?
Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz was a 17th century writer, poet, and philosopher. 
She was born on November 12, 1651 in Nepantla, Mexico. At that time, 
Mexico was colonized, or ruled, by Spain. It was not common for girls to go 
to school during this time, but Sor Juana showed an interest in learning at 
an early age. 

Sor Juana was self-taught. She did not attend school. Instead, at the age of three, she learned on her 
own how to read and write in Latin (an ancient language no longer in use). By the age of five, she knew 
complex math, and at the age of eight, she was writing poetry. She also learned to write in Nahuatl, an 
Aztec language, that is still spoken in some parts of Mexico. 

As a child, Sor Juana begged her mother to disguise her as a boy so that she could attend school. Her 
mother didn’t allow her to do this, but she realized how smart her daughter was, and hired a tutor to 
teach her. At the age of 17, Sor Juana became a lady in waiting in the Viceregal Court, where the viceroy 
and his wife realized how unusually intelligent she was. (A viceroy is a ruler who represents the king or 
queen in a colony, which Mexico was at the time.) Impressed by her knowledge of science, 
mathematics, philosophy, and literature, the Court funded her continued studies. Sor Juana’s brilliance 
became famous in the region.  

When she became an adult, Sor Juana joined a convent and became a nun so that she could focus on 
studying. As a nun, she had the time and space to read, write, and gain more knowledge. Soon, her 
room became a library full of books, as well as musical instruments and medical tools. She received 
some offers of marriage, but turned them all down because she wanted to focus her time on learning. 

She wrote many incredible poems, plays, and stories. A lot of her writing emphasized the importance of 
knowledge, and specifically how important it was for women to have access to knowledge. Some 
people criticized Sor Juana for writing about this topic because it was not considered proper behavior 
for a woman to write this way. They wanted her to focus on religious texts instead of women’s rights. 
She responded that women should absolutely have the right to learn and study. For this reason, Sor 
Juana Inés de la Cruz is considered one of the first feminist writers. Feminism is the movement for 
women to have equal rights. 

In 1695, Sor Juana  Inés de la Cruz died of the plague, an illness that was highly contagious. Sor Juana is 
honored as one of Latin America’s greatest writers. She is considered an icon of Mexican national 
identity. Her face appears on Mexican coins and paper currency. 
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Name Date

Who Was Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz?
Directions: Answer the questions below. Use text evidence to support your answers.

1. Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz  was born when  _______________________________ was ruled by   

    _______________________________. 

2. Find evidence from the text to support the following statement: “Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz was an 

    exceptionally smart person who learned in untraditional ways.” 

3. What was one struggle that Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz faced, and how did she respond or solve 

    the problem?

4. Why is Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz considered one of the greatest writers, poets, and feminists of 

    her time? 

5. If you could ask Sor Juana one question, what would you ask? Why?
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Name Date

Emotions Haiku
Write your own haiku poem about how to welcome all emotions. Start by reading this sample haiku: 

Swim downstream my tear.
In the current toward the sea.

Dissolve and emerge.
-Janetti Marotta

Every haiku has 5 syllables in the first line, 7 syllables in the second line, and 5 syllables in the last line. 
Brainstorm what you might write about, then write a draft of your haiku using the template below. 

Brainstorm

____________________________________________ ___________________________________________

____________________________________________ ___________________________________________

____________________________________________ ___________________________________________

____________________________________________ ___________________________________________

____________________________________________ ___________________________________________

After brainstorming, write a first draft of your haiku below. You can use the words from your 
brainstorm list above. 

Title: _________________________________________________________________________________ 

Line 1 (5 syllables) 

______________________________________________________________________________________

Line 2 (7 syllables) 

______________________________________________________________________________________

Line 3 (5 syllables)

 ______________________________________________________________________________________

Write down as many words as you can think of that are connected to the topic of emotions 
and welcoming emotions. 
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Vocabulary Builder: Adjectives 
 Adjectives are used to describe nouns (a person, place, or thing).

Using colorful, vivid, and descriptive words makes your writing more interesting and accurate.

Complete the sentences by using these synonyms for the word happy. 
Synonyms are words that have the same, or nearly the same, meaning as other words. 

1. “Thank you!” exclaimed the girl. “I am ________________ that you invited me!”

2. The child was ____________________ as he unwrapped his Christmas gifts.

3. “I am _____________________to see you here,” said my friend.

4. After the the picnic and swimming, I went home feeling ____________________.

5. The boy was ____________________ to have been chosen for the baseball team.

6. She had a _____________________ personality, and was always smiling.

satisfied
blissful
cheerful
chipper
upbeat
content

delighted
ecstatic
elated

exultant
gay
glad

gleeful
gratified

jolly
joyful
joyous
jubilant

pleased 
overjoyed
peaceful

peppy
thrilled 
perky

Write two sentences using words from the box above.

1. ________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ 

2. ________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________
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1,408:1,602: 1,028:

  1,079
-    780______

Answer:

Solve the Riddle!

Riddle: What kind of music do stones listen to?

C. R.

U.

M.K. I.

O.

S.

Solve these subtraction problems to find the number that goes with each letter. Then enter 
the letter in the space provided below.  The words will spell out the answer to the riddle!  

 1,621
-1,389______

 1,283
-   406______

  6,000
- 4,592______

  1,115
-    162______

  2,935
-1,333______

  1,970
- 1,573______

  2,802
- 1,774______

C. 4,213
- 3,981______

953:877:

Math: Subtraction

299:“
”

397: 232:

232:
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Name Date

Book or Character Mind Map
Directions: Look at this example of a book mind map. Then fill in your own 
mind map about a character or book you read.

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz

Dorothy
Shows courage when she

journeys through a new world

Is brave when facing 
the Wicked Witch of the East
and helping the Winkies, and

when she stood up to Oz

Is friendly because she
makes many friends

Is from Kansas

Only with perseverance will
you achieve your desires

Oz

Deceptive because he lies
to the people in the Emerald City

Selfish because he inconveniences
others to maintain his deception

From the same
world as Dorothy Quotes

“True courage is in facing
danger when you are afraid.”

“I think you are wrong
to want a heart.”

“While I was in love I was
the happiest man on Earth.”

Themes

You are what you
believe you are

Covering up lies means
you will lie again
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Name Date

Book or Character Mind Map
Directions: Create your own mind map. Write the book title or character name in the oval, then draw 
your own circles as you create your mind map using words or drawings. For example, you can write 
about conflicts, character traits, settings, or things you loved about the book or character.
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Name Date

Feelings Word Search
*O�FBDI�NPNFOU�XF�NBZ�GFFM�B�WBSJFUZ�PG�GFFMJOHT�PS�FNPUJPOT� Feelings come and go, and talking 
and writing about them can help us to see that feelings and emotions are visitors, like passing 
clouds on a sunny day.�From the list below, circle ten descriptive emotion words to write about. 

Emotions

amazed 

angry 

annoyed 

anxious

ashamed 

bored 

comfortable

confused

content 

determined

depressed

 disgusted 

 energetic

 eager

 embarrassed

 envious

 excited

 furious

 foolish

 frustrated

 hopeful

 hurt

 insecure 

 irritated

 jealous

 joyful

 lost

 lonely

 loving

 miserable

 motivated

 overwhelmed

 peaceful

proud

relieved 

sad

satisfied 

scared

self-conscious 

silly

terrified 

uncomfortable 

worried
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Name Date

Feelings Word Search
After choosing your words, write in the clouds below when you have felt this emotion. Explain 
to a family member or caring adult how you felt and where you felt the emotion in your body.
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Name Date

Feelings Word Search

Use the space below to create a word search with these ten words. Write the letters of the words 
you chose in the squares below. Then surround them with additional letters to make your words 
hidden. Ask a family member, friend, or caring adult to complete your word search and then talk 
about and teach the words to this person.

Word Search

Words
___________________________________________ ____________________________________________

___________________________________________ ____________________________________________

___________________________________________ ____________________________________________

___________________________________________ ____________________________________________

___________________________________________ ____________________________________________
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Name Date

Take some time outside. Bring your body to stillness, close your eyes or lower your gaze and listen to the 
sounds around you. Now take some time to listen to the silence in between the sounds around you. Draw 
and/or write your answers to the questions below. 

The Sound of Silence at Home

1. What was your experience like listening to sounds outside? What did you hear, what did you notice?

2. What was your experience like listening to silence outside?  What did you notice?
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Name Date

The Sound of Silence at Home
3. How can silence or space be important? Do you notice anything about your connection to nature?

4. Discuss with each other the following quote: “Without silence, sound would be meaningless”
�Katrina Goldsaito, The Sound of Silence
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Name Date

The Sound of Silence at Home
5.�Draw  your favorite sounds at home and explain why they are your favorite sounds�

6.�Write a poem about silence and draw a picture of yourself outside in stillness and silence�
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Name:                                                                                                                                       Date:

Sentence Makeover 2
Read the short paragraph below aloud and pay attention to the sentence 
structure. You will notice it sounds very choppy. Give the sentence a 
makeover by creating more rhythmic and spicy sentences. Think about 
where you can combine sentences with conjunctions and adverb 
phrases. If you want, finish the story on another piece of paper. 

BEFORE

Superheroes go through a training period. They have to expect the unexpected. That’s what Lucas 
learned. It was his first day of training. He was with his superhero mentor, Hatman. They were tracking 
down Hatman’s nemesis, the Mathemagician. The Mathemagician had left behind a series of clues for 
them to decipher. Lucas wanted to find some clues. Lucas stared nervously. He looked at a line of 
numbers written on the wall. He also looked at the symbols written on the wall. 

AFTER

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

Draw a picture that goes with this scene:
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Name: Date:

Circle the prime numbers and add them together. Remember: A Prime Number is a number
that is divisible only by one and itself.

TOTAL ____
Is the total a prime number? ________

Solve the equations and circle the answers that are prime.

Which Numbers Are Prime?

1
14 + 5 =

2
6 x 7 =

3
30 ÷ 2 = 

4
37 - 28 =

5
54 ÷ 9 =

6
8 + 19 =

7

12 x 4 =

8

11 + 56 =

9

 25 - 8 =

10

49 ÷ 7 =

11

19 x 3 =

12

102 - 5 =

13

15 + 23 =

14

60 - 17 =

15

128 ÷ 4 =

5 11 29
14

21 13
 18

7 1
3

17

17
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Math
Algebra Prime Factorization

Factors are numbers that you multiply together to get another number.
When a factor is a prime number, it is called a prime factor.  For example, the prime 
factors of 12 are  2 x 2 x 3.  So 2, 2, and 3 are prime factors of 12.

Find the prime factors of the numbers below.  See the example.  

16      =       2  x  8  

=       2  x  2 x 4

=       2  x  2 x 2 x 2

=            

36      =                

48      =      

x xx

x4 9

=            

56      =              

xx

=            x xx

x7

4 12

x xx=

x x xx=

x
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Name Date

Storyboard
Draw pictures and write about what you draw in this graphic organizer.
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Name Date

Perseverance in Challenging Times  
1. Research and define “perseverance”:

Create a slideshow or poster on “perseverance”

What challenges did this person face?

How did they overcome these obstacles and persevere?

How can you take what they have done and use these tools in your own life? 

3. Answer the following questions about your chosen person:

2. Research or reflect on one person who has persevered (this could be someone you
know, a famous person, or a historical figure).

Name of person who has persevered:

Present your slideshow or poster to a friend or caring adult. 
Remember to go back to your slideshow or hang up your poster as a reminder 

to stay motivated and to persevere!

Create a title slide or poster title related to perseverance.

Design at least 4 slides or include 4 parts to your poster that share your understanding.

Include the definition of perseverance.

Include an inspirational quote.

Describe your role model of perseverance (the person you listed above).

Use your questions and answers above to illustrate perseverance.
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Name Date

Seeing Things From Another Angle
Reflect on a time when you were in an argument or had a conflict with someone, who you then made amends with in 
your life. 

What happened?

How do you think the other person felt?

How did you feel?

How were things resolved, if they were?

How could you use conflict resolution skills the next time there is a conflict?

With your parent, make an agreement about how you can handle conflict in your home. 
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Comparative and Superlative Rules
Learn and practice the rules for one-, two-, and three-syllable adjectives. 

One-Syllable Adjectives Rules
1. If it ends in a consonant, add "er" or "est"

2. If it ends in "e", add an "r" or "st"

3. If it ends in “y”, change the “y” to “i” and follow rule #1.

4. If it ends with a single vowel then a consonant,
double the consonant and follow rule #1.

Comparative adjectives are used to compare differences between 
two nouns they modify. For example: My ice cream is taller than my brother’s.

A superlative adjective compares three or more nouns, and the 
highest degree of difference. For example: My ice cream is taller
than my brother’s, but my sister’s ice cream is the tallest.

The rules for changing an adjective to a comparative or
superlative adjective depend on the number of syllables. 
Learn the rules below, then practice applying them!

 

tall taller tallest

large

Adjective Comparative Superlative

brown

few

big

fine

dry

Choose one adjective and use its comparative or superlative form in a sentence:
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Two-Syllable Adjectives Rules
1. With most two syllable words, simply add “more” before the word for comparative adjectives.

2. For superlative adjectives, add “most” before the word.

3. Common exception: If it ends in “y” or "e", use the same rule as one syllable words.

little

Adjective Comparative Superlative

fancy

ugly

tender

clever

itchy

Choose one adjective and use its comparative or superlative form in a sentence:

Three or More Syllables Adjectives Rule
Add “more” or “most” before the word.

magnificent

Adjective Comparative Superlative

inexpensive

victorious

nutritious

chocolatey

generous

Choose one adjective and use its comparative or superlative form in a sentence:
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Beaker Puzzle: Practice Ordering Decimals

            What do scientists do?

_________________________

  4th 

Grade

E

X

P

ER

I
M

EN

T
X

0.54

0.504

0.405

0.44
1.0

1.01

0.1451.10

Order the decimal numbers on the beakers from largest to smallest, then use the letters to answer
the question below.
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Name Date

Who Was Junko Tabei?
Junko Tabei was the first woman to climb Mount Everest, the highest mountain in 
the world. The summit, or peak, sits at almost 30,000 feet high, and lies on the 
international border between Nepal and China. Junko Tabei was also the first 
woman to climb all of the Seven Summits, the seven highest mountains in the world,
one on each continent. A pioneer mountaineer, Tabei started the first women’s
climbing club in Japan at a time when no such group existed. 

Junko Tabei was born on September 22, 1939, in Fukushima, Japan. She was the fifth of seven children in her 
family. As a child, she was considered small and fragile. In 1949, when she was 10 years old, she went on a class 
field trip to climb Mount Jaso in Japan. This excursion, her first exposure to mountain climbing, sparked her 
interest in mountaineering. However, it was an expensive activity, and her family was poor, so she was not able to 
do much climbing in high school. 

She went to university and studied English literature. During college and after graduation, she joined several 
mountain climbing clubs, which consisted mostly of men. It was not common for women to become 
mountaineers at this time. Later,  in 1969, she would start her own climbing group specifically for women, called 
the Ladies Climbing Club. Their motto was “Let’s go on an overseas expedition by ourselves.” Alongside the other 
members of this club, Tabei scaled many of the world’s highest mountains. 

Junko Tabei met and married a man who was also an avid mountaineer. The couple had two children. Many 
people in Japan at this time believed that women should focus on raising their children, not on dangerous 
activities such as mountaineering. Nonetheless, Tabei couldn’t imagine a life without climbing, and continued on 
with her hobby with the support of her family.  

In 1975, after many months of training, she led an expedition to climb Mount Everest. Halfway through the climb, 
an avalanche hit the group and completely covered them in snow. They were caught under the snow for a while, 
but managed to get out. After spending a few extra days recovering from the avalanche, the group continued on, 
and made it to the summit. Junko Tabei made it to the summit on May 16, 1975. She hit another record in 1992, 
when she became the first woman to climb all of the Seven Summits. 

Later in her life, Tabei became concerned about the environmental effects of mountaineering. She had witnessed 
how the mountains were impacted by the waste left behind by climbing groups. She decided to return to 
university to study environmental science in 2000. Due to her interest in ecological matters, she became the 
director of the Himalayan Adventure Trust of Japan, which campaigned to protect and preserve mountain 
environments around the world.

Junko Tabei was a strong and determined woman, who defied all odds to devote her life to scaling peaks and 
protecting our highest mountains. She continued to summit many mountains even in the last decade of her life. 
She died in 2016, at the age of 77.
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Name Date

Who Was Junko Tabei?
Directions: Answer the questions below. Use text evidence to support your answers.

1.  Junko Tabei was the first woman to _____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________. 

2.  Complete the timeline of Junko Tabei’s life using the line below. Include key events and dates. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

3.  What is Junko Tabei famous for? Why do you think it’s important to learn about her?

4.  Reread the sentence, “Junko Tabei was a strong and determined woman, who defied all odds to devote her life 
     to scaling peaks and protecting our highest mountains.” Explain the meaning of the phrase defied all odds. 
     Use quotes from the text to support your explanation. 
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Who Was Junko Tabei?
5. Complete the table with evidence from the text that supports or refutes the statements.

Evidence to Support (FOR) Statement

It was easy for Junko Tabei to 
become a mountaineer. 

Junko Tabei was a courageous 
person. 

Junko Tabei was a leader and a 
pioneer in mountaineering. 

Evidence to Refute (AGAINST)
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Name Date

Who Was Junko Tabei?
5. Complete the table with evidence from the text that supports or refutes the statements.

Evidence to Support (FOR) Statement

It was easy for Junko Tabei to 
become a mountaineer. 

Junko Tabei was a courageous 
person. 

Junko Tabei was a leader and a 
pioneer in mountaineering. 

Evidence to Refute (AGAINST)
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Name Date

What Does P-E-A-C-E Mean to You?
Peace is a word you may have heard thousands of times in books and movies, but what does peace mean to 

you? Take some time to reflect and brainstorm your ideas here.

After brainstorming, write an acrostic poem below by writing one word connected to peace on each line. 
Each word will begin with the letters P, E, A, C, and E.

Draw a picture or symbol below of what peace means to you:

P

E

A

C

E
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Practice with Prepositional Phrases
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 Name  Date

Directions: Use this method to record the parts of each prepositional phrase below. 

A prepositional phrase is a modifying phrase consisting 
of a preposition and its object. These phrases usually 
add details about “where” or “when.”
. 

example 
under + the bridge = under the bridge

Preposition + Its Object  = Prepositional Phrase

5. The princess lives .

6. Mr. Roberts, the math teacher, offers chapter review sessions .

7. My sister has a dental appointment .

8. The annual Springfield parade takes place .

9. We take turns saying what we’re thankful for .

10. We traveled .

11. We veered right to turn .

Directions: Complete each sentence with a prepositional phrase. Underline the preposition 
and circle the object. You may choose to select prepositions from the word bank or use 
your own. 

in    on      at     during     around     before    over  off   for   by   to 

Preposition Word Bank

1. Sarah sprinted down the hill.

3. I have homework on the weekends.

 

4. My mom is cheerful in the morning.

 

down

down

the hill

the hill down the hill

Preposition = Object = 

+ =

Preposition =                       Object = 

                      +                         =

  

Preposition = Object = 

+ =

  

Preposition = Object = 

+ =

2. I cleaned during the commercials.
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ol e each di ision problem. hen use the
remainders for each problem to sol e the riddle. 

int  ou will not use all the letters to sol e the 
riddle.

What goes up and 
doesn’t go back down?

Example:

Division Riddle

G

4107

512
170 r2

3
3−

21
21
02

−

B

8398

R

15513

0

6715

Y

32996

U

2589

N

3419

E

5948

A

12394

What goes up and doesn’t go back down?

5 1 6 0 3 4 2

Name: Date:
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Name Date

The History of Jazz
Directions:  Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow.

Did you know that jazz music has been around since the late 1800s? It began in African American 
communities in the South. Since then, jazz has taken the world by storm.

After the abolishment of slavery, many freed slaves tried to find work. With strict segregation laws in the 
South, former slaves had trouble finding jobs. Most laws did not apply to working in entertainment, though. 
African Americans got jobs performing music in vaudeville and variety shows. In these shows, an upbeat music 
called ragtime was popular.

The specific birthplace of jazz is New Orleans, Louisiana. It is in this city that ragtime music transformed into jazz music. 
People from all over the world came by boat every day to the port city of New Orleans. They brought musical traditions from 
their home countries to New Orleans. The nightclubs and entertainment venues blended the different styles of music. 
Spanish music, blues, gospel music, and African music were mixed. It then became the lively style known as jazz.

The sounds of jazz spread like wildfire in the 1920s. The United States was changing. Women gained the right to vote. 
Prohibition came to an end. Wild jazz music became the perfect background music to the turbulent times. Young people of 
all backgrounds began to take an interest in jazz. This period of time became known as “The Jazz Age”.

Louis Armstrong and Duke Ellington are two famous African American musicians. These talented songwriters and performers 
added excitement to the genre. The Jazz Age included some famous women jazz artists, too. Ella Fitzgerald and Billie Holiday 
are two beloved performers. These musicians brought their unique talents to the genre. Their influences continue to impact 
the music world today.

Jazz grew and changed through the years. Many new forms of music were created. Jazz’s influence reaches almost every 
form of popular music today.

1. How is jazz related to other types of music?

______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. When did jazz become popular?

______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. What is significant about “The Jazz Age”?

______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. Why did musical styles from other countries influence jazz?

______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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The History of 
Hip Hop

Directions: Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow.

It is said that hip hop music was born at a birthday party in the Bronx, NY.  This popular genre of music 
started out as party music in the 1970s. It was played by local DJs in the city neighborhoods. 

DJs put different pieces of music together. They did this to make new sounds. Then, rapping was 
added. Rapping is a way of talking over the music with words that rhyme. DJs arranged the beats so 
that rappers could find a rhythm. Then, the rappers would speak in time with the beat. Rappers often 
wrote lyrics, or the words of a song, about their own lives. 

At first, hip hop served as a response to disco. Disco was a dance music craze in the 1970s. Disco was 
all about wealth and status. Hip hop emphasized reality and community. Hip hop music and culture 
became helpful to musicians and listeners. It was a way for them to deal with the difficult things about 
city life.

Hip hop quickly became an artistic outlet for African Americans. It was a new way to tell stories. From 
there, hip hop evolved from just a type of music to an entire lifestyle.

Hip hop is an art form that continues to evolve and impact communities today. New artists and new 
sounds are brought into the genre. The new styles continue to become popular. Hip hop is a genre that 
is heard and enjoyed all over the world.

1. How are hip hop and disco related?

2. Why do you think hip hop is an important music genre for African Americans?

3. What are two things that make hip hop unique?

4. What is one notable fact about how hip hop music was created?

5. In your own words, write a definition for rapping.

platinum
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Jazz Greats: John Coltrane
John Coltrane was born in 1926 in Hamlet, North Carolina. Inspired by 

his father, who played many different instruments, young John 

began studying the E-flat horn and clarinet. As a teen, 

influenced by musicians such as Lester Young, John 

switched to the alto saxophone, the instrument he 

would become famous for playing.

John served in the military during World War II, 

and he made his first recordings during that time. 

After the war, he joined the band led by jazz and blues 

great Eddie Vinson, which exposed him to new ways of 

playing the saxophone. In 1960, Coltrane recorded the 

album Giant Steps, made up of his own compositions. In the 

same year, he formed his first quartet. Their first recording

 together was also his debut playing soprano saxophone.

As his style developed and changed, Coltrane began to receive criticism from some audiences 

and jazz critics. Coltrane and Eric Dolphy, the second horn player in his quartet at the time, were harshly 

criticized as “Anti-Jazz” for their unusual sound. Perhaps because of this, Coltrane played more 

conservatively in his studio recordings of 1962 and 1963. In 1965, however, with the formation of his 

second quartet, his playing took on a more harmonious sound. He played with this band, which 

included his wife, Alice, on piano, until his death in 1967.

Coltrane continued to win awards even after death. Among others, he was awarded a Grammy 

for "Best Jazz Solo Performance" in 1982, and a Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award in 1997.

Directions: Answer the questions below. Use text evidence to support your answers.

1. What is the main idea of Jazz Greats: John Coltrane? Write it in your own words.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Name Date

2. Choose a quote from the text that supports the following statement, and record it on the lines below.  

 John Coltrane was an award-winning musician.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

3. What can you infer about the fact that Coltrane continued to win awards even after he died?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

4. Describe what the author means when the text says, “...Coltrane began to receive criticism from some 
    audience and jazz critics.” 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

5. How did playing in the band led by Eddie Vinson benefit John Coltrane?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

6. What did John Coltrane do after serving in the military during World War II?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

7. Who or what influenced John Coltrane as a musician? Include two pieces of evidence from the 
    passage.

 a. _____________________________________________________________________________

     _____________________________________________________________________________

 b. _____________________________________________________________________________

     _____________________________________________________________________________

Jazz Greats: John Coltrane
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Name Date

Jazz Greats: Etta James
Etta James was born Jamesetta Hawkins in 1938 in Los Angeles, California. 

Her great musical gift first showed itself when, as a child, she sang in 

the St. Paul Baptist Church choir. The first few years of her life 

were not easy ones. Her mother abandoned her, and she 

never knew her father. Her mother’s landlady, Lulu 

Rogers, took the baby in. Lulu took over the task of 

raising Jamesetta, bringing her to the the Baptist 

Church. Jamesetta’s talent was immediately clear, and, 

by the age of 5, she was singing on gospel radio shows. 

She attracted an audience from all around L.A. who 

came to hear her sing.

Lulu Rogers passed away when Jamesetta was 12 

years old, and Jamesetta went to live with relatives in San 

Francisco. She formed the singing group The Creolettes, who became 

The Peaches when they went on tour. It was during this period that she took the name Etta James. In the 

1950s, Etta toured with famous rock ‘n’ roller Little Richard. Then, she sang backup on records by Marvin 

Gaye, Chuck Berry, and other rock and soul sensations.

Etta moved to Chicago and began to work under the Chess Records label. By 1963, she had 

rocketed from poverty up to the big time, having made ten chart-making hits in only three years. In 

1974, James fell ill and fell on hard times. She spent months in the hospital, then barely worked for the 

next ten years. In 1988, however, she made The Seven Year Itch, her first album in seven years. She had 

finally gained the fame she deserved, and she kept it for the rest of her life. She continues to influence a

wide range of singers, from Diana Ross to Christina Aguilera.

Directions: Answer the questions below. Use text evidence to support your answers.

1. What is the main idea of Jazz Greats: Etta James? Write it in your own words.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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2. Choose a quote from the text that supports the following statement, and record it on the lines below.

Etta James had a musical gift that helped her become very successful.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

3. What can you infer about Etta James after learning about her childhood?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

4. Describe what the author means when the text says, “By 1963, she had rocketed from poverty up to
the big time, having made ten chart-making hits in only three years.”

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

5. How does Etta James’s legacy continue in the music community today?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

6. How did sickness affect Etta James’s career?

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

7. What are some examples of Etta James’s success during her lifetime? Include two pieces of evidence
from the passage.

a. _____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

Jazz Greats: Etta James
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When learning about food chains, it’s useful to keep the following facts in mind:
• The sun provides food for the producer, which uses light from the sun to produce its own food.
• A food chain describes the hierarchy whereby one organism depends on the next as a food source.
• There exist a wide variety of food chains, depending on the ecosystem.
• A food chain typically begins with plants, which exist at the bottom of a food chain.

Look at the food chains pictured below, then answer the accompanying questions.

An Introduction to Food Chains

mouse
(consumer)

sunlight

berries and nuts
(producer)

snake
(consumer)

owl
(consumer)

1. What do the arrows depict?

2. Who is at the top of this food chain?

Food Chain 1

Food Chain 1

Name Date
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An Introduction to Food Chains

1. What does the hawk eat?

2. What three things does the grass
need in order to survive?

sunlight

hawk
(consumer)

snake
(consumer)

cricket
(consumer)

crabgrass
(producer)

rainwater

fungi
(decomposer)

Food Chain 2

eagle
(consumer)

turtle
(consumer)

worm
(consumer and decomposer)

dead plant
(decomposer)

Food Chain 3
sunlight

Food Chain 2

1. What do worms eat?

2. Worms play two important roles in
the food chain. What are they?

Food Chain 3
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1. What is the last consumer in this picture?

2. What does the human consumer eat
in this picture? Is there anything else
they could also eat?

Food Chain 4

An Introduction to Food Chains

sunlight

crawfish
(consumer)

trout
(consumer)

human
(consumer)

Food Chain 4algae
(producer)

Food Chain 5

sunlight clover

rabbit

fox

1. Label each organism or animal in the food chain below with “producer,” “consumer,” or “decomposer.”
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An Introduction to Food Chains

Food Chain 6

sunlight

1. Label each organism or animal in the food chain below with “producer,” “consumer,” or “decomposer.”

lion

giraffe

tree and leaves

fungi and bacteria
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Create Your Own Food Chain
Draw pictures of the animals and organisms in each food chain in the spaces provided.
Make sure you draw them in the correct order!

Example plant, insect, mouse, owl

1. deer, grass, wolf

2. corn, mouse, snake, hawk

3. algae, codfish, polar bear, seal, shrimp
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Nature Appreciation Walk: Showing Our Gratitude Towards Nature

• Go on a walk in nature and use your senses to observe your environment.
• Write and draw your observations below.
• Then, write your appreciations in a letter to nature on the following page.

Plants Animals

Weather Sounds

What plants do you see? Describe their size, 
shape, and color. Draw a picture of your 
observations.  _________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________

What animals do you see? Describe them and 
what they are doing at the time you observe 
them. Don’t forget to carefully lift up a rock or 
log to observe any critters living underneath! 
Draw a picture of your observations.
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________ 

How is the weather? Is it a warm or cool day? Is 
the sun shining or is it cloudy? Is there a breeze? 
How does the weather make you feel? Draw a 
picture that represents today’s weather.
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________

What sounds do you hear? Where are they 
coming from? How would you describe the 
sounds? How would you draw the sounds you 
hear?
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
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Letter of Gratitude Towards Nature
From the observations you described on the first page, write a letter of gratitude towards nature. Use 
the following sentence stems to guide your writing. Remember to use the correct format for letter 
writing, including a greeting and a closing. 

• I appreciate…
• I am thankful for…
• Thank you for giving me/us…
• On my nature walk today, I noticed…
• I am grateful for…

_______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

____________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

_______________________________________________
____________________________________________

_______________________________________
_______________________________________

__________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
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ąøĆăĂā÷�ćĂ�õøüāú�ôõÿø�ćĂ�ùüąĆć�öąøôćø�ô�Āôčø�ĊüćûĂĈć�
ąøĆćąüöćüĂāĆ:�1ûüĆ�ôöćüĉüćČ�úüĉøĆ�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�ąĂĂĀ�ćĂ�ćąČ�ô�
öûôÿÿøāúø�ĀĈÿćüăÿø�ćüĀøĆ�ôā÷�ĀôāČ�÷üùùøąøāć�ĊôČĆ;�ôā÷�úüĉøĆ�
ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�ćûø�ĂăăĂąćĈāüćČ�ćĂ�ĆĂÿĉø�ô�ăąĂõÿøĀ�öąøôćüĉøÿČ:�

6A:M�7HN�,>>=

³>²�ĀôąõÿøĆ

*ôąúø�ĀüÿþĆûôþø�ĆćąôĊĆ

 āČ�Ăćûøą�ąøöČöÿø÷�ĀôćøąüôÿĆ�ćûôć�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�ĊĂĈÿ÷�ÿüþø�
ćĂ�ĈĆø�üā�ćûøüą�Āôčø

!Ăććÿø�öôăĆ�

.ĂăĆüöÿø�ĆćüöþĆ�

"ôą÷õĂôą÷�

"ĂāĆćąĈöćüĂā�ăôăøą�

.ôăøą�ćĂĊøÿ�ąĂÿÿĆ

!Ăċ�ÿü÷�?ô�ĆûĂøõĂċ�ĊĂąþĆ�ĊøÿÿC�öĂÿÿøöć�ô�ùøĊ�Ăù�ćûøĆø�ćĂ�Āôþø�ĀĈÿćüăÿø�ĀôčøĆ@�

2öüĆĆĂąĆ

1ôăø�Ăą�úÿĈø

.øā�ôā÷�ăôăøą�ùĂą�õąôüāĆćĂąĀüāú�ôā÷�āĂćøćôþüāú

6A:M�7HN��H

³: 1Ă�õøúüā;�ćôÿþ�ćĂ�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�ôõĂĈć�Ċûôć�ĀôþøĆ�ô�Āôčø�ùĈā�Ăą�öûôÿÿøāúüāú�ôā÷�ûĂĊ�ćûøČ�öôā�öąøôćø�ćûøüą�ĂĊā:� Ćþ�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�üù�ćûøČ�
ûôĉø�ăÿôČø÷�úôĀøĆ�Ċüćû�ĀôčøĆ�Ăą�Ćøøā�ĀôčøĆ�õøùĂąø:

ô: 6ûôć�Āô÷ø�ćûø�ĀôčøĆ�÷üùùüöĈÿć�Ăą�øôĆČ=

õ: 6ûôć�Āô÷ø�ćûø�ĀôčøĆ�ùĈā=

ö: �ü÷�ćûø�ĀôčøĆ�ĈĆø�Ăāø�þüā÷�Ăù�Āôćøąüôÿ�Ăą�Ćûôăø�Ăą�ĀĈÿćüăÿø�þüā÷Ć�Ăù�ĀôćøąüôÿĆ�Ăą�ĆûôăøĆ=

²:  ùćøą�÷üĆöĈĆĆüāú�Ċüćû�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷;�ĆûĂĊ�ćûøĀ�ôÿÿ�Ăù�ćûø�üćøĀĆ�ćûøČ�Ċüÿÿ�ĈĆø�ćĂ�öąøôćø�ćûøüą�ĀôčøĆ�ôā÷�ôÿÿĂĊ�ćûøĀ�ćĂ�øċăÿĂąø�ćûø�
ĀôćøąüôÿĆ:

ô:  Ćþ�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�ćĂ�öąøôćø�ô�Āôčø�ùĂą�ô�Āôąõÿø�ćĂ�úĂ�ćûąĂĈúû:�'ù�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�āøø÷Ć�ûøÿă�öĈććüāú�ĀĂąø�ĆćąôĊĆ;�ôĆĆüĆć�ćûøĀ�Ċüćû�ćûüĆ�
Ććøă:�&ĂĊøĉøą;�ćąČ�ćĂ�ÿøć�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�ăÿôČ�Ċüćû�öąøôćüāú�÷üùùøąøāć�ĀôčøĆ�Ăā�ćûøüą�ĂĊā:

õ: 0øĀüā÷�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�ćûôć�ćûøČ�öôā�ĈĆø�ôāČ�Ăù�ćûø�ĀôćøąüôÿĆ�ôĉôüÿôõÿø�ćĂ�Āôþø�ćûøüą�Āôčø:

9: -āöø�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�ûôĆ�ûô÷�ĆĈùùüöüøāć�ćüĀø�ćĂ�Āôþø�ô�ùüąĆć�Āôčø;�ûôĉø�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�ćøĆć�üć:�'āĆćąĈöć�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�ćĂ�ăÿôöø�ô�Āôąõÿø�ôć�ćûøüą�
Āôčø�Ć�øāćąôāöø�ôā÷�ûôĉø�ćûøĀ�ĆĂÿĉø�ćûøüą�Āôčø:� Ćþ�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�Ċûôć�ćûøČ�āĂćüöø÷�Ċûüÿø�Āôþüāú�ôā÷�ĆĂÿĉüāú�ćûøüą�Āôčø:

ô: 6ûôć�Āô÷ø�ćûø�Āôčø�øôĆČ�Ăą�÷üùùüöĈÿć�ćĂ�ĆĂÿĉø=

õ: &ĂĊ�÷ü÷�ćûø�ĀôąõÿøĆ�üāćøąôöć�Ċüćû�ćûø�÷üùùøąøāć�ĀôćøąüôÿĆ=

ö: &ĂĊ�ÿĂāú�÷ü÷�ĆĂÿĉüāú�ćûø�Āôčø�ćôþø=

÷: 6ûôć�Ċøąø�ćûø�ĆćøăĆ�ĈĆø÷�üā�÷øĆüúāüāú�ćûøüą�ùüąĆć�Āôčø=

ø: &ĂĊ�öĂĈÿ÷�ĈĆüāú�ćûø�÷øĆüúā�ăąĂöøĆĆ�ûøÿă�öąøôćø�ĀĂąø�öĂĀăÿøċ�Ăą�Ċøÿÿ�ćûĂĈúûć�ĂĈć�ĀôčøĆ=

�: ,ĂĊ;�üāćąĂ÷Ĉöø�ćûø�÷øĆüúā�öûôÿÿøāúø�ćĂ�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷:�1øÿÿ�ćûøĀ�ćûôć�ćûøČ�Ċüÿÿ�ĈĆø�Ċûôć�ćûøČ�ĉø�ôÿąøô÷Č�ÿøôąāø÷�õČ�Āôþüāú�ćûøüą�ùüąĆć�
Āôčø�ćĂ�ĆĂÿĉø�÷üùùøąøāć�Āôčø�öûôÿÿøāúøĆ:�%üĉø�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�ô�öûôÿÿøāúø�ćĂ�Ććôąć:�"ûôÿÿøāúøĆ�öĂĈÿ÷�üāöÿĈ÷øB

ô: +ôþø�ô�Āôčø�ĈĆüāú�ćûąøø�÷üùùøąøāć�þüā÷Ć�Ăù�ĀôćøąüôÿĆ:
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�:  Ćþ�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�ćĂ�õąôüāĆćĂąĀ�÷üùùøąøāć�ĊôČĆ�ćĂ�öąøôćø�ô�Āôčø�ùĂą�Ăāø�Ăù�ćûø�öûôÿÿøāúøĆ:�&ôĉø�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�÷ąôĊ�Ăą�Ċąüćø�ćûøüą�ü÷øôĆ�
Ăā�ô�ăüøöø�Ăù�ăôăøą:�7ĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�öĂĈÿ÷�ôÿĆĂ�ÿôČ�ăüøöøĆ�üā�ćûøüą�Āôčø�õĂċ�ĊüćûĂĈć�ćôăüāú�Ăą�úÿĈøüāú�ôāČćûüāú�÷ĂĊā:

�:  ùćøą�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�ûôĆ�Ćøĉøąôÿ�ü÷øôĆ;�ôĆþ�ćûøĀ�ćĂ�öûĂĂĆø�ćûø�÷øĆüúā�ćûôć�ćûøČ�ćûüāþ�Ċüÿÿ�ĊĂąþ�õøĆć:�0øĀüā÷�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�Ăù�ćûø�úĂôÿ�Ăù�
ćûø�ĀôčøB�ćĂ�öĂĀăÿøćø�ćûø�öûôÿÿøāúø�ôĆĆüúāø÷�ćĂ�ćûøĀ:

1ûüĆ�üĆ�ôā�üĀăĂąćôāć�Ććøă�Ăù�ćûø�÷øĆüúā�ćûüāþüāú�ăąĂöøĆĆ;�õøöôĈĆø�üć�ćøôöûøĆ�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�ćĂ�ăąüĂąüćüčø�ćûø�ùĈāöćüĂāôÿüćČ�Ăù�ćûøüą�
ăąĂćĂćČăø�?÷øĆüúā@�Ăĉøą�ćûøüą�ăøąĆĂāôÿ�ăąøùøąøāöøĆ:�1ûüĆ�ôÿĆĂ�ăąøĉøāćĆ�ćûøĀ�ùąĂĀ�úøććüāú�ćĂĂ�øĀĂćüĂāôÿÿČ�ôććôöûø÷�ćĂ�Ăāø�
÷øĆüúā:

�: ,ĂĊ;�üć�Ć�ćüĀø�ùĂą�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�ćĂ�õĈüÿ÷�ćûøüą�Āôčø<�%üĉø�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�Ćăôöø�ćĂ�øċăøąüĀøāć;�õĈć�Ććøă�üā�ćĂ�ûøÿă�üù�āøöøĆĆôąČ:� ÿÿĂĊ�ČĂĈą�
öûüÿ÷�Ć�ü÷øôĆ�ćĂ�øĉĂÿĉø�ôĆ�ćûøČ�ćąČ�ĂĈć�÷üùùøąøāć�ĊôČĆ�Ăù�Āôþüāú�ćûøüą�Āôčø�ôā÷�øāöĂĈąôúø�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�ćĂ�Ċąüćø�÷ĂĊā�Ċûôć�ĊĂąþĆ�ôā÷�
Ċûôć�÷ĂøĆā�ć�ĊĂąþ:

�:  ùćøą�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�ûôĆ�ùüāüĆûø÷�ćûøüą�Āôčø;�ûôĉø�ćûøĀ�ćøĆć�üć:

ô: 'ù�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�Ć�Āôčø�ûôĆ�ĆĈööøĆĆùĈÿÿČ�öĂĀăÿøćø÷�ćûø�öûôÿÿøāúø;�öĂāúąôćĈÿôćø�ćûøĀ�Ăā�ćûøüą�ĊĂąþ<

õ: 'ù�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�Ć�Āôčø�÷ĂøĆ�āĂć�öĂĀăÿøćø�ćûø�öûôÿÿøāúø;�ôĆþ�ćûøĀ�Ċûôć�ćûøČ�ćûüāþ�Ċøāć�ĊąĂāú:��üĆöĈĆĆ�Ċûôć�ĊĂąþø÷�ôā÷�÷ü÷ā�ć�
ĊĂąþ�üā�ćûø�õĈüÿ÷üāú�ăąĂöøĆĆ�ôā÷�ôĆþ�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�ćĂ�úĂ�õôöþ�ćĂ�ćûø�õąôüāĆćĂąĀüāú�Ććôúø�ôā÷�ćąČ�ĂĈć�ô�÷üùùøąøāć�÷øĆüúā:

	: -āöø�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�ûôĆ�ĆĈööøĆĆùĈÿÿČ�öĂĀăÿøćø÷�ô�öûôÿÿøāúø;�úüĉø�ćûøĀ�ôāĂćûøą�Ăāø�Ăù�öĂĀăÿøćø�Ăą�ôÿÿĂĊ�ćûøĀ�ćĂ�Āôþø�Ĉă�ćûøüą�ĂĊā�
öûôÿÿøāúøĆ;�ąøĆćąüöćüĂāĆ;�ôā÷�ąøĄĈüąøĀøāćĆ�ùĂą�ćûøüą�ĀôčøĆ:

õ: +ôþø�ô�Āôčø�ĈĆüāú�ĂāÿČ�ùĂĈą�ĆćąôĊĆ:

ö: +ôþø�ô�Āôčø�ćûôć�ÿĂĂþĆ�ÿüþø�ô�ĆĀüÿøČ�ùôöø;�ûøôąć;�Ăą�Ăćûøą�Ćûôăø:

÷: +ôþø�ô�Āôčø�ćûôć�ĈĆøĆ�ĂāÿČ�ĆćąôĊĆ�Ăą�ôāĂćûøą�ćČăø�Ăù�Āôćøąüôÿ:

ø: +ôþø�ô�Āôčø�ćûôć�ćôþøĆ�ô�ùąüøā÷�Ăù�ùôĀüÿČ�ĀøĀõøą�Ăĉøą�9¬�ĆøöĂā÷Ć�ćĂ�ĆĂÿĉø:

ù: +ôþø�ô�Āôčø�üā�Ĉā÷øą�³�ĀüāĈćø:

ú: 3Ćø�øĉøąČ�Āôćøąüôÿ�Ăā�ćûø�ćôõÿø�ćĂ�Āôþø�ô�Āôčø:

û: +ôþø�ô�Āôčø�ćûôć�ûôĆ�ăüøöøĆ�öĈć�ĂĈć�Ăù�ćûø�õôĆø�õĂċ�ÿü÷;�Ċûüöû�Āôþø�ćûø�Āôčø�ĀĂąø�÷üùùüöĈÿć�ćĂ�ĆĂÿĉø:�?7ĂĈ�Āüúûć�ûôĉø�ćĂ�
ôĆĆüĆć�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�Ċüćû�öĈććüāú�ćûø�ÿü÷@:

ü: +ôþø�ô�Āôčø�Ċüćû�āĂ�Ćü÷øĆ�ćĂ�þøøă�ćûø�Āôąõÿø�üāĆü÷ø�Ăù�ćûø�Āôčø:�?7ĂĈ�Āüúûć�ûôĉø�ćĂ�ôĆĆüĆć�ČĂĈą�öûüÿ÷�Ċüćû�öĈććüāú�
öôą÷õĂôą÷�Ăą�ćûøüą�õĂċ�ÿü÷@:
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